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Abstract
Background:

Tibial rotation accompanying sagittal movement contains the phenomenon of screw-home movement of
the knee, which plays an important role in knee stability during extension. This study aimed to investigate
the alteration of screw-home movement in patients with knee osteoarthritis (OA).

Methods:

Participants (n =67) in this cross-sectional study were outpatients in the department of orthopedics of a
general hospital and included patients with knee OA (n=31) and asymptomatic control subjects
(n=36).Knee kinematic data were measured using an inertial measurement unit. The total tibial rotation
was obtainedduring knee sagittal movement. The acquired angle of tibial rotation was divided into four
periodseach extension and �exion. The total tibial rotation and the variation of each period were
compared between the OA and control groups.

Results:

Signi�cant differences arose between the OA and control groups in the total tibial rotation during knee
extension and �exion(P< 0.001).The variation of tibial rotation was also signi�cantly different between
groups for all periods (P< 0.001; knee extensionat 70° to 45°,P = 0.014).

Conclusions:

We found a reduction in the total tibial rotation and loss of the screw-home movement in the unloaded
OA knee. To normalize the screw-home movement, it is necessary to promote proper articular movement
of the knee joint and suppress the hyperexcitability of the medial muscles.

Background
Although knee osteoarthritis (OA) is diagnosed by radiographic evidence of degenerative changes, it is
di�cult for a single de�nition to encompass all instances of OA [1]. Problematically, radiographic
diagnosis of knee OA provides a weak association with symptoms and function [2]. A survey study found
that 1,004 (14.6%) of 6,880 subjects experienced knee pain [3]. Of these patients with knee pain, 59%
were diagnosed with knee OA by a physician, but only about 15% had radiographic stage (2–4) changes
of knee OA. Therefore, a clinician diagnoses knee OA on the basis of clinical and/or radiological features
[4] including the diagnostic criteria of pain, stiffness, age, bony tenderness, crepitus, and bony
enlargement [5].

Structural changes in knee OA are thought to be caused by multiple pathways involving various risk
factors [1]. The continuous formation and decomposition of the cartilaginous matrix are disrupted by
these harmful in�uences, resulting in a reduction of total cartilage at the knee joint [6]. Direct
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measurement of articular cartilage has several potential advantages over indirect measurement via
radiographs [7]. Several previous studies have used magnetic resonance imaging to investigate the
relation between cartilage volume and knee OA [7–9]. A linear reduction in cartilage volume was
associated with a narrowing of the joint space [7]. Articular cartilage loss (but not radiographic score)
was a risk factor for undergoing a knee replacement, an intervention at end-stage knee OA [9]. However,
cartilage volume is limited in detecting early knee OA due to swelling at the early stages of injury [10].
Causes of degenerative changes in articular cartilage are affected by the interrelation of mechanical,
structural, and biological pathways [11].

The progression of knee OA has been associated with biomechanical disruption, which shifts the normal
bearing region of the knee joint [12]. Thus, degenerative changes in cartilage can be affected by
kinematic changes [11]. Several previous studies have attempted to predict or identify knee OA through
an investigation of biomechanical changes [13–18]. Most biomechanical studies investigate the gait of
patients with knee OA because gait is the most functional and common use of the lower extremities [14–
18]. The main consequences for gait analysis, however, were increased knee adduction moment and
internally rotated tibia [14, 16, 17, 19].

Tibial rotation accompanying sagittal movement contains the phenomenon of screw-home movement
(SHM) of the knee, which plays an important role in knee stability during extension [20–22]. However,
SHM is affected by weight-bearing or loaded conditions [23]. For example, external rotation occurred
during the loading response phase, which was a reversal of the SHM [24]. To the best of our knowledge,
only one previous study has evaluated the tibial rotation for the non-weighted bearing state in patients
with knee OA [13]. However, their study reported tibial rotation only during the �ve-degree �exion position
in a non-weight-bearing state, which was insu�cient to demonstrate the dynamic state of SHM. It is
di�cult to determine how biomechanical changes are involved in soft tissue degenerative changes or
compensation mechanisms [14].

To understand the mechanical factors of knee stability in patients with knee OA, herein we investigate the
SHM changes in a group of these patients during dynamic movement.

Methods

Subjects
A total of 36 patients with symptomatic, medial-compartment knee OA were included in this cross-
sectional study. Each subject had visited a local hospital between April 2019 and July 2019 in the
Republic of Korea for complaints of knee pain. The diagnosis of knee OA was con�rmed based on
clinical and radiological features. Subjects were excluded from this study if they had undergone any
major surgery or trauma to the lower limbs, limitation of motion in the knee joint, neuromuscular disorder,
in�ammatory arthritis, osteopetrosis, periarticular fracture, gout, history of stroke, or cardiovascular
disease. Five OA patients were excluded because of limited movement in the knee and the previous stroke
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history. After assessing eligibility, 31 patients with OA were enrolled. Radiological severity in patients with
knee OA was evaluated using Kellgren–Lawrence (KL) grades [25]. The visual analog scale (VAS) and
Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) scores were used for clinical
evaluation [2]. A group of 36 asymptomatic control subjects without a diagnosis of OA, rheumatoid
arthritis, or a history of trauma or pain were recruited from the general population. This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of the CM general hospital of the Republic of Korea
(CMHCTC-19-001).

Data acquisition and analysis
Knee kinematic data were measured using an inertial measurement unit (IMU) (EBIMU24GV3, E2BOX,
Seoul, Republic of Korea), consisting of a three-axis accelerometer (± 8 × g), magnetometer (± 16 Gs), and
gyroscope (± 2,000°/s), at a frequency of 40 Hz. IMU data were collected from two sensors attached to
the thigh (lateral side) and tibia shaft (proximal medial surface). The angles of knee �exion-extension
and tibial rotation were calculated as the relative angles between the thigh and shank segments.
Calculation of the joint angle was performed with the Kalman �lter fusion algorithm using SMULeg
software (SMULeg, XENART, Daejeon, Republic of Korea). Subjects performed knee �exion-extension
movement to determine the physically meaningful axis of the joint in the local coordinate system of the
sensor [26, 27]. The examiner manually moved the subject’s knee joint to full extension, where the joint
angle was considered to be 0°. Positive values represent knee �exion and tibia external rotation in this
study. A previous study demonstrated that the IMU and software used in this study were reliable motion
analysis devices; compared with the motion capture system, the coe�cients of multiple correlations were
0.959 and 0.803 for the sagittal and transverse planes, respectively [28].

The starting position was de�ned as sitting on a chair with the knee at 70° �exion without weight. The
kinematic data was measured while each subject extended the knee from a starting position to a full
extension for 2 s and repositioned back to the original position for 2 s (70° �exion, full extension, 70°
�exion), assisted by a metronome. The total tibial rotation during knee extension was calculated by
subtracting the rotation angle at the full extension from rotation angle at 70° �exion. Total tibial rotation
during �exion was calculated by subtracting the rotation angle at 70° �exion from the rotation angle at
full extension. The acquired tibial rotation angle during extension and �exion of the knee was divided into
four periods each, according to the change in �exion-extension angle. These four periods were de�ned
separately during every 15°-range of knee �exion-extension movement, except for the range between knee
�exion at 70° and 45° and were as follows: (1) during knee extension, 70°–45°, 45°–30°, 30°–15°, and
15°–0° and (2) during knee �exion, 0°–15°, 15°–30°, 30°–45°, and 45°–70°.

Statistical analysis
An independent t-test was used to compare the difference of total tibial rotation during the knee sagittal
movement (extension and �exion) and the variation in each period between the OA and control groups.
All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS version 22.0 software (IBM Corporation, Armonk,
NY, USA). Statistical signi�cance was set to P < 0.05.
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Results
Detailed demographics and clinical characteristics of the subjects are summarized in Table 1. Patients
with knee OA were comprised of 14 males and 17 females: 14 with right OA, and 17 with left OA. In these
31 knees, reader one graded 23 knees (74.2%) with KL grade 2, 5 knees (16.1%) with grade 3, and 3 knees
(9.7%) with grade 4. The mean age of the OA group was 62.09 ± 9.67 (range 37–80). Their mean height,
weight, VAS, and WOMAC were 162.09 ± 8.36 cm (range 148–178), 64.45 ± 11.84 kg (range 48–92), 5.29 
± 2.15 score (range 2–10), and 21.74 ± 10.91 (range 6–42), respectively.

Table 1
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the subjects.

Demographics and Clinical Characteristics OA Control

Gender (male/female) 14 / 17 21 / 15

Affected side (right/left) 14 / 17 –

Age (years)a 62.09 ± 9.67 (37–80) 23.69 ± 1.98 (21–28)

Height (cm)a 162.09 ± 8.36 (148–178) 167.58 ± 8.15 (153–184)

Weight (kg)a 64.45 ± 11.84 (48–92) 64.39 ± 11.66 (40–84)

Kellgren–Lawrence grade II: 23, III: 5, IV: 3 –

VAS (0–10)a 5.29 ± 2.15 (2–10) –

WOMAC (0–96)a 21.74 ± 10.91 (6–42) –

Pain (0–20)a 4.45 ± 2.68 (1–12) –

Stiffness (0–8)a 1.42 ± 1.26 (0–4) –

Function (0–68)a 15.87 ± 8.64 (2–34) –

a Mean ± standard deviation (range)

OA, osteoarthritis; VAS, visual analog scale; WOMAC, Western Ontario and McMaster Universities
score.

The total tibial rotations during knee extension and �exion were − 0.39 ± 4.28 and − 1.61 ± 3.06,
respectively, in the OA group (Table 2). For the control group, the total tibial rotation during knee extension
and �exion were 12.28 ± 6.54 and − 12.06 ± 6.51, respectively (Table 2). Signi�cant differences were
observed between the OA and control groups in the total tibial rotation during knee extension and �exion
(P < 0.001) (Table 2). Tables 3 provides the variation of the tibial rotation in each period during the knee
sagittal movement of two groups. Signi�cant differences arose between the two groups in the variation
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of tibial rotation for all periods (P < 0.001; knee �exion from 70° to 45° was P = 0.014) (Table 3 and
Fig. 1).

Table 2
Comparison of total tibial rotation during knee extension and �exion between OA and

control groups.
Knee movement Total tibial rotation (°) P value

OA Control

Extension (knee �exion from 70° to 0°) − 0.39 ± 4.28 12.28 ± 6.54 < 0.001

Flexion (knee �exion from 0° to 70°) 2.57 ± 4.61 − 12.06 ± 6.51 < 0.001

Mean ± standard deviation.

OA, osteoarthritis.

Positive values represent the external rotation of the tibia.

Table 3
Comparison of the variation of tibial rotation for each period between OA

and control groups.
Knee movement Period Variation of tibial rotation (°) P value

OA Control

Extension 70°–45° − 1.61 ± 3.06 0.29 ± 3.13 0.014

45°–30° 0.29 ± 1.77 2.32 ± 1.98 < 0.001

30°–15° 0.67 ± 1.67 4.05 ± 1.95 < 0.001

15°–0° 0.25 ± 2.52 5.62 ± 3.22 < 0.001

Flexion 0°–15° 0.61 ± 1.99 − 3.52 ± 3.25 < 0.001

15°–30° 0.61 ± 1.57 − 3.78 ± 2.64 < 0.001

30° − 45° 0.43 ± 2.04 − 2.29 ± 1.48 < 0.001

45°–70° 0.91 ± 2.54 − 2.47 ± 2.28 < 0.001

Mean ± standard deviation.

OA: osteoarthritis.

Positive values represent the external rotation of the tibia.

Discussion
The present study demonstrated the alteration of SHM in patients with knee OA. The total tibial rotation
in these patients was decreased compared with that in normal subjects during sagittal movement of the
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knee joint. The normal group showed external rotation while approaching the terminal knee extension. In
addition, internal rotation was accompanied by an early period of �exion movement. By contrast, patients
with OA showed reduced tibial rotation during identical sagittal movements. The tibiofemoral contact
location is the thickest region of articular cartilage when the intact knee is at full extension [11]. A
previous study reported that the junction of the knee joint moved to a thinner region of cartilage in the
internally rotated tibia associated with anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)-de�cient knee [12]. Decreased
SHM in knee OA patients increases stress on the cartilage and accelerates the loss of cartilage. Thus, we
considered that SHM is a biomechanical phenomenon for moving to a stable position on the articular
surface.

SHM was de�ned as the tibial rotation when close to terminal extension [20, 21]. In the current study,
patients with knee OA had different patterns of tibial rotation compared with those of normal subjects.
The normal group showed a relatively large tibial rotation close to terminal extension. However, the group
of patients with knee OA had no signi�cant tibial rotation during the sagittal movement. In a gait
analysis, the knee OA group had smaller external rotation moment during the early stance compared with
that of asymptomatic subjects [16]. Knee extension should be accompanied by external rotation at an
early stance phase, but the effects of moment direction were to reduce the magnitude of SHM in patients
with knee OA. In patients with ACL de�ciency, the tibia remained internally rotated throughout the stance
phase [12, 19]. The result of gait analysis in patients with ACL injury was comparable to those in knee OA
patients. ACL injury was an important factor leading to degenerative changes in the knee joint [29, 30].
Andriacchi et al. [11] attributed the initiation of knee OA after ACL injury to rotational changes. Although
74% of the patients in the present study were in KL grade 2, an early stage of diagnosis of knee OA, their
SHM was markedly reduced. Therefore, the reduction of SHM is hypothesized to have a greater effect on
the development than the progression of arthritis.

SHM is in�uenced by the surrounding soft tissues of the knee in addition to the geometry and shape of
the articular surfaces [31]. The occurrence of SHM has been attributed to the larger medial femoral
condyle and medial meniscus, rather than to the lateral condyle and meniscus [32]. Ligaments and
capsules guide the movement path along with the joint geometry and shape [23, 33]. The posterolateral
bundle of the ACL, collateral ligaments, and capsules restricted the longitudinal rotation at the full
extension position [31, 34]. When the knee is at almost full extension, the ACL contributes to the posterior
translation of the tibia, and, paradoxically, the ACL restricts external rotation [31]. Therefore, we believe
that the main factor in the occurrence of SHM is the geometry and shape of the articular surfaces of the
knee joint.

OA patients have an increased laxity of the medial compartment compared with that of healthy subjects
with no evidence of knee OA [18]. While walking, the co-contraction of the medial muscles (vastus
medialis–medial gastrocnemius) increased to compensate for the laxity of the medial compartment.
Previous in vitro studies reported that tibial rotation was in�uenced differently by various quadriceps
loads, regardless of hamstring loads on the medial or lateral side [35]. The tibial external rotation was
smallest during quadriceps loads with medial hamstrings at a close-to-terminal extension. Thus, the co-
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contraction of the medial muscles seems to reduce the SHM due to the anatomical location of muscle
attachments. The limitation of this study is that the number of patients was insu�cient to identify the
changes according to knee OA grade; also, because inertial sensors are attached to the skin, they are
affected by skin movement.

Conclusions
We found a reduction in the total tibial rotation and loss of the SHM in the unloaded OA knee. We suggest
two main causes of tibial rotational changes in OA patients. First, changes in soft tissues, including the
ACL, decrease the posterior translation of the tibia. The �rst cause is that the joint surface movement in
patients with OA is insu�cient to move to a stable position due to changes in soft tissues, including the
ACL. In particular, this cause may be related to the loss of the SHM phenomenon when close to terminal
extension. Second, increased medial muscle activation compensates for medial laxity, which may affect
the reduction in the total amount of tibial rotation. Therefore, we reasoned that for the rehabilitation of
the knee OA, it is necessary to promote proper joint surface movement of the knee joint and to suppress
the hyperexcitability of the medial muscles.
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Figures
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Figure 1

Variation of tibial rotation for each period in the knee osteoarthritis (OA) and control groups. Positive
values represent the external rotation of the tibia. The asterisk (*) indicates a signi�cant difference
between the OA group and the control group (P < 0.001; knee �exion from 70° to 45° was P = 0.014).


